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Findings and Suggestions

The Chapter complies both managerial functions and employees working system in automobile industries of Maharashtra. For the research study like Bajaj, Tata, Fiat, Mahindra and Skoda manufacturing units have been selected. Further, the supporting units like vending units of Badve Auto, Endurance, Rucha Engineering, Minda, Carraro India Ltd. from Pune and Aurangabad have been chosen: without support of the vending units automobile industries cannot run. Before making attempt to managerial study it was essential to make an evolution of progress of automobile industry of India as well as of Maharashtra.

6.1 Summery

Last fifty years have seen the Indian Auto Industry could gain in maturity and confidence. The Industry is counted among the larger contributors to India’s economic development. Over the past fifty years, post war reconstruction of countries like, Japan, Germany, Itly, United Kingdom, and more recently Korea have been strongly influenced by their auto and other manufacturing industries. India also joined as automotive industry as manufacturer, and playing important role in sustaining its current economic advance.

Today, the auto industry is one of the largest industrial sectors, contributes roughly 5 percent of India’s GDP. More importantly it contributes to employment of over 3.5 million persons directly and another 12.5 million indirectly. The automobile industry is important for national economic policy in that it contributes approximately 22 percent of indirect taxes. Until twenty five years ago, the auto sector in India had been a relatively protected industry limiting the entry of foreign companies with tariffs against imports. India produced about 8 million two wheelers, 1.5 million passenger cars and utility vehicles in 2010-11. The Indian auto industry is getting a boost as the population and mobility needs will manifest itself in sustained demand for personal transportation.
Automobile Industry in Maharashtra

Maharashtra has been an emerging market for almost every industry and the same is particularly relevant for the automobile industry. Maharashtra came into being as an independent state as a part of the formation of states based on linguistic principles on 1st May 1960. Prior to this, the state was known as Bombay State since British administration ruling in India. Now Bombay (Mumbai) is the capital of Maharashtra besides Mumbai (Bombay) is remain as the economic capital of India. It has been an industrial hub along with auto industry like Madras and Calcutta the presidency capitals of British India. Maharashtra now consists of six Revenue Divisions and Metro cities like Mumbai, Pune, Aurangabad Nasik Nagpur also known as industrial cities where auto industries and vending industries are functioning.

From the policy standpoint, the auto industry can be viewed in terms of the pre 1991 (before liberalization) and post 1991 (after liberalization) phase.

- Simpson & Co. established in 1840 has prepared a steam car and steam bus. Very few customers in the old state were using the cars and busses these vehicles phased out early because the entry of new invention and manufacture of petrol driven vehicle brought from America, same were imported in the state.
- In Bombay, Hindustan Motors Ltd company was established (1942) their first car came in the market in 1950.
- Similarly in 1944 Premier Automobiles Ltd. came into being and produced their car in 1947.
- In the meantime Hindustan Motors, Automobile Products of India, Standard Motors, Premier Automobile, TELCO and Mahindra and Mahindra (Jeeps) Came up and started their production in Maharashtra i.e. at Pune, Aurangabad, Nasik and Mumbai.
- Automobile products of India (API) and Enfield Companies brought their two wheelers in 1955.
➢ Bajaj Tempo entered with three wheelers tempo in 1959 and API brought Lambretta Scooter in 1960.
➢ Kinetic Engineering entered in the production of Moped around 1970.

These steps of auto industrial development are known as landmarks of development.

**Automotive Cluster in the State of Maharashtra**

India has recorded 7 to 8 % growth rate in the last few years, as a result of the policy of liberalization and reforms pursued in the last two decades. The automobile industry, among all sectors, has registered remarkable progress during this period. The automobile cluster in Maharashtra developed inter-alia, due to the state’s good conditions i.e. strong human capital, geographical advantage with access to ports, well developed financial institution, good demand in the western region and presence of oldest and big industrial houses like Tata, Bajaj, Kirlosker. Moreover, during liberalization process, the state government provided a favorable investment climate and supporting infrastructure which attracted higher investment and new industries to this state, including many automobile and component manufacturers joined and established new industries.

The state has a strong human capital high literacy rate (77%) HDI 0.67 and low infant mortality rate (34 per 1000 live births) than the country’s indicators of 65%, 0.59 and 53 respectively. Maharashtra has a strong network of educational institutions with 12% of the country’s universities, 13% of engineering colleges (625 institutions) and 19% of management institutions (as per Micro Economics of Competitiveness final report May 2010) are functioning.

Since Maharashtra is the leading cluster in Indian automotive clusters. The advantage and challenges are basically the same with the international comparison with Brazil, China and Thailand. The automotive cluster in Maharashtra is one of the highest and promising clusters, but there remain some constraints. This brings the researcher to make a study in detail to arrive at certain conclusion. There are some key issues in the automobile industries. However main issues are to be examined, they are associated with human resource management, its functions and various approaches to deal with the employees related issues.
Auto Industry Overview

The Maharashtra auto component industry is one of the fastest growing industries in the country. It has grown at a CAGR of 21.3% during the last ten years ended in 2011-12. The industry has a distinct global competitive advantage in terms of cost and quality and this has aided in its transportation from local supplier to global auto part supplier catering to some of the big names in the automobile industry. The industry is transforming itself from a low volume highly fragmented industry in to a competitive industry backed by competitive strength technology and transition up by the value chain. Human resource management of automobile industry is an important factor to be considered for more research along with the other factors like quality and competitive strength such as cost, marketing and other factors.

Human resource is the inevitable part of automobile industry. In the age of competitiveness the HR management looks at the perfectness in the managerial strategies to make enable employees to meet the challenges of competitiveness. The term ‘Competitiveness’ is generally understood as ‘the ability of an industry or a company to produce at the lowest possible cost for sustain market share and profitability. Even so, business in the long term cannot be run on a principle of “Zero Sum Game” or on low cost model. Therefore ‘competitiveness’ means a continuous relative improvement in productivity, needs to continuously create distinct and superior value from its human assets.

Maharashtra auto industry can be broadly classified in-to the organized sector and the unorganized sector. Most of the employees working in the auto industries are associated with recognized and unrecognized workers unions. Therefore auto industries have unpredicted challenges as well as issues, includes:
1. The recruitment system prevailing in the industry
2. Provision of training
3. System of efficiency mapping
4. Promotional issues
5. Wages and other financial practices
6. Dealing with unions
7. R & D competence.
Factor Conditions

According to Institute for competitiveness Report 2010, Maharashtra auto industry is dealing with many factors such as Financial, Physical, Administrative, Human Capacity, Demographic and innovative. The state has a strong human capital with high literacy rate and low infant mortality rate. The state technical education supply has been recently updated to match clusters intake. For the automobile sector design and manufacturing institutions and technical education institutes plays key role to produce candidates be fitted to cater the needs of human resource management of auto industry.

Need for Research

The formulation of problem is the first step of scientific research. A problem in simple words is some issues observed by the researcher in theoretic or practical situation. Present research is pursuing the theoretical and practical study for finding the reasons of issues and problems being the talk of public discussion. More explicitly, the exploration of procuring information from the auto industries of Bajaj, Mahindra, Tata and Skoda located at Pune and Aurangabad, in respect of –

i. Why the study being made?
ii. Where will the study be carried out?
iii. What type of data is required?
iv. What are the issues of employees?
v. What are the issues of HR management?
vi. What are managerial plans for recruitment to welfare?

Almost all auto industries are experiencing lot of HR problems. The study is aimed to gain inter-alia information in respect of HR management and employees issues. Hence the study needs more research in this matter.

Research Methodology

The research is leading towards to make a detail study with regards to issues in managing human resource in the chosen automobile industries of Maharashtra. The human resource management deals with the number of issues in concern with employees recruitment, training, promotions, wages, welfare facilities even working conditions,
prevails and challenges before HR Management are to be discussed by collecting data, interaction with the employees and management. This needs the evaluation of managerial functions and overall performance of the system.

The study needs help of research techniques and research methods to gain necessary direction for gathering material and arranging them, participating in the field work when required. In fact, importance of knowing the methodology of research is the basic and concrete way of organizing the research plan as per the objectives of the study.

**Importance of Research Methodology: -**

Research is an academic activity. Research needs original contribution to the present problem or issues. The purpose of research is to discover answer to questions through the application of scientific procedures. Research has its special significance in solving multiple operational and planning issues of businesses and industry. According to Clifford Woody research comprises defining and redefining problems, formulating hypothesis or suggested solutions, collecting organizing and evaluating data. Research indicates scientific and inductive thinking and it promotes the development of logical thinking.

Research is equally important for social scientists in studying social relations in seeking answers to various problems. Significance of research methodology is a way to derive the answer of a problem by solving it systematically and scientifically. Thus in scientific methods, logic aids in formulating propositions explicitly and accurately so that their possible alternatives become clear.

**Purpose of the study**

The dawn of automobile industry has the history of the first internal combustion engine car based on hydrogen. The steam driven car further encouraged the manufacturers to bring petrol driven vehicles. Gradually the industry enhanced its scope and on the public demand the industry spread in Maharashtra. The requirement of large number of human resources also became big challenge for how to manage them. The purpose of study is to study (1) the system of recruitment (2) the provisions of training
(3) How efficiency is to be mapped (4) the causes of grievances (5) the role of unions (6) the role and responsibilities of Human Resource Management.

**Objectives of the Study**

The research study is centered around the following set of objectives to procure follow-up in formation from chosen industries;

i. To study the system of recruitment of employees
ii. To study the training structure and system
iii. To study the ability of personnel to perform
iv. To know the system of efficiency mapping
v. To examine the use of capability and intelligence of the human resources
vi. To know the employee commitment and motivation towards jobs.

vii. To critically evaluate and suggest improvement in performance as well as productivity and quality.

**Hypothesis Testing**

On the following key points the hypothesis was set to find out answers leading to research study and as per the survey conducted, hypothesis are tested.

i. Selection process of Human Resources is not well structured.
ii. Role of exigency factors supporting recruitment is not uniform
iii. Concept of consistent training is not systematically applied
iv. Need based and market oriented training procedure is not regularly maintained.

v. System regarding feedback, performance, efficiency rating and reward provisions are seldom observed.

**Origin of Study**

Before going to field survey, sufficient amount of literature was studied on the context of infrastructure of automobile companies existing in the country and
Maharashtra. The changing trend of collaboration of foreign companies with Indian automobile industries also studied. Setting up of auto clusters in the country as well as paradigm shift of auto industries in Maharashtra, the survey was conducted for chosen industries at Pune, Nashik and Aurangabad. During survey work enquiry has been made to know the causes of resentment, slowdown, strikes and agitations. While interaction with HR managers points of way out on strikes and other problems were discussed.

**Data Collection Tools**

A survey was organized to get primary information from the chosen automobile industries from Pune, Nasik and Aurangabad. The secondary data was obtained from relevant annual reports, books, Journals, Newspaper articles and websites. The questionnaire was distributed to human resource managers, Asst. Managers, supervisors and employees working in the respective management. As far the secondary data focus was on single stope shops, the researcher also learnt case studies, thesis works of various research scholars of different management subjects from different universities. The secondary data was collected browsing websites and through Google search engine. Another source used is Shodh – Ganga an online library. Later following tools were used during field survey.

i. Close ended questionnaires to get quantitative responses

ii. Open ended answers converted to quantitative analysis

iii. Observations made during survey duly tabulated.

**Sampling Procedure**

The automobile industries selected for the study to represent the industries are Bajaj, Mahindra, Tata and Skoda as manufacturing automobile units and Endurance, Varroc, Rucha Engineering, Badve, Carraro, Minda as vending of auto component spare parts units.

The satisfaction level of performance from the management side and response from the employees questionnaires consists 40 open and close end questions. These were formulated to identify demographic details, their awareness on management practices working conditions, efficiency mapping quality satisfaction level and overall employee –
employer relations. A majority of the respondents are human resource of the industry. While interacting with the HR Managers and supervisors, it was noticed that the sample was a good mix of both highly responsible and experienced and trained subordinate level employees. Overall the interviews conducted of 40 questions is a combination of both open and close ended questions.

6.2 Key Findings

The research study is compounded with the administration of human resources in the automobile industries. The study revels with number of questions raised in day to day working of employees and the delivery of authority through governance and supervision. The issues are compounded by utilization of workforce. Human Resource management is segregated clearly in to two separate schemes. While one can be termed as human resource development for the external image of the organization. And other may be called as Human Resource Management in the Organization. As per the study, almost in each automobile industry deals with the challenges via HR management subjected to the problems of the employees. Some issues are caused with process lacunas and some are unwarranted at the micro level and affect the ecology of organization at macro level. On the basis of observations and discussion with all levels of management some general finding are discussed here. For finding purpose the observations are explained in two manners.

A- General Findings

B- Specific Findings

A) Findings of General Nature

There are two dimensions of Human Resource Management in automobile industry. Whereas one dimension comprises a set of challenges that arise from labor legislation, skill promotion and development, the other consists of human capital challenges at the corporate levels.

The growth projections notwithstanding Human Resource Management in the industry is challenged by following issues-
1) **Shortage of Skilled Manpower:** - there is a paucity of skilled labor of the skilled spectrum across sectors. The dearth is compounded further by the fact that companies have poor recruiting and hiring arms to hire people on potential. Competency based recruiting has failed to make a dent on requisition cell. Pre recruitment training is still nascent in industry, and a lot of ground remains to be covered by way of professionalization of the function.

2) **Job changing tendency affecting skill development:** - it is observed that in auto industry, quick job changing tendency is increasing fast in the employees. With scare talent for high end jobs industries are known to resort. Generally such exercises involve offering higher salaries, perks, and benefits. Talent shake outs, instances where employees from an industry are poached by another industry are quite common as evidenced in massive exodus of employees.

3) **Multiplying opportunities:** - When industry is suffering in hardship trying to retain people at the top and the middle even they keep filling up the bottom. Consequently, very few opportunities for multiplying job experience, exposure and diversity are tapped.

4) **Recognition of Intellectual Workforce:** - Employees contribution and efficiency is seldom viewed by the management. A climate for acknowledging the intellectual contribution of employees those really and efficiently performing the task to achieve the end result are ignored because few percent of human resource managements are openly recognize the intellectual capital.

5) **Frequent changes in management system:** - Along with other industrial management auto industrial HR managers seems to be applying frequent changes in management system. In pursuance of co-existence with new techniques and trends, the industry management favors to adopt some changes. But the experience revels that the workforce rarely cope-up with the systems. This brings instability in performance.

6) **Traditional Recruitment:** - while procuring the information and data from the chosen automobile, auto component industries and vending units it is observed that most of the management has been applying the traditional recruitment system. The traditional recruitment dose not focus on the overall abilities and talent of the
candidate. Only technical skills are given more importance. The factor of competency based recruitment seems absent in some of the recruiting systems. Hence the concern is that the industries are unable to get desired skilled manpower.

B) Specific Findings

On the basis of research study of chosen automobile industries following specific key findings have been observed;

1) Maintenance of Relations with labor and regular employees is a crucial task for HR manager. It is observed that no proper Human Resource Planning is scheduled either or not reviewed and modified regularly. Due to lack of proper planning the principal of planning is not administered which occurs to create a gap in the process of continuous supervision and control. Refer Figure No. 5.4.1.

2) It is observed in the automobile industries and vending units from the questionnaires and interaction with the employees and managers, the system of efficiency mapping is not applied as a regular state of affairs, therefore the quality and attentiveness of the workforce is not governed as per modern guidelines. Refer Figure No. 5.4.7.

3) As compare to other multinational companies the recruitment system of some auto industries and vending units is still in question. The management consumes a long time to complete the recruitment process. There is no such mechanism to fill the vacancy immediately when a person leaves the job. Refer Figure No. 5.4.1

4) In the competitive age it is obvious to provide advanced and modern training to new entrant staff. Training is a continuous process to get equipped workforce. Very seldom it is observed that the industry have ‘in house training’ facility centers.

5) Training facilities like value added training TPM, PPAP, APQP are not regularly provided for the supervisory and above level officers. Moreover training like administrative behavior managerial behavior and environmental governance are
highly necessary, but not provided to the officers to hold their job responsively. It is observed that no such type of training programs are scheduled by the auto industries regularly. 5.4.10

6) Employee unrest is a unending issue to be dealt by the HR management. Labor unions and other elements are the main actors who interfere and disturb the managerial ecology. There is no a specific platform for establishing dialog between them this results stretching the problem and enhancing the issue. Refer Figure 5.4.13

7) In most of the auto industries chosen for research study, no specific program of capacity building and skill development exists. These programs contributes necessary abilities for personality development of the employees in the organizational interest. Refer Figure No. 5.4.15.

8) The system of employee efficiency rating, job cards and evaluation system is not established in few companies. Hence the value of time management and the positive or negative results thereof cannot be examined. No communication mechanism is also established in the organization.

9) While interacting with the HR managers, supervisors, and employees of automobile industries and vending units, emphasis was given to procure the information about welfare activities and various provisions included thereof. In general the employees opined that they get marginal facilities from the industry, but they further expressed that family welfare coverage for health, education and long term hospital treatments is not widely provided to them. In fact the welfare activities on the lines of multinational corporate houses are needed to be provided.

10) While observing and interacting with the staff and supervisors, it is understood that they are not aware about environmental guidelines such as affluence plant and recycle technical system, waste disposal management system and other relevant health hazardous factors which are handled by them regularly at their workplaces.
11) Every industry is known by its product and the architects of the product i.e. employees. HRM is being an important axel of the industry, but more importance is given to other management like production, quality, and finance departments. Manpower is an important factor of functionality of the organization. But as compare to other industries, the HR management is not considered as important pillar, thus overall feeling ignorance was noticed.

6.3 Suggestions

1) Required skilled and trained manpower – In order to have perfect and efficient employees, it is essential to see that at the time of recruitment the skilled ability should be examined on priority basis.

2) The responsibility of ITIs and Engineering Institutes – The product of ITIs and Indian Engineering Institutes is required by the Auto industries. But it observed that the product is not acquainted as per the needs of automobile and component industries. It would be suggested that the courses of ITI and Engineering should be structured as per the needs of auto industries.

3) On the basis of observation it is suggested that ITI should offer SANDWICH COURSES suitable for the automobile sector. This should include 30 hours ‘On Job’ training and 10 hours classroom training to them. As far engineering diploma and degree UNDER SUPERVISORY PROGRAM two or three papers relating to automobile techniques should be offered so to enable the industry to select perfect and suitable employees. As there is a dearth of perfect candidates available for the recruitment.

4) At the time of interaction with the managerial staff there is a concern of job changing tendency of the employees in almost all automobile industries. In this regards, it would be suggested that various industry and vending units associations can take initiative for orientation of the candidates to prevent from the job changing tendency.
It should be advised to them that job changing tendency can raise a question in future time.

5) As regards the efficiency mapping and performance appraisal of the employees, the researcher found certain lacunas in the system of governance and supervision, it is suggested that the HR management may take initiative and structure a mechanism for identifying silent performers. Moreover it would help for honest reorganization of the sincere and efficient working personnel.

6) While interacting with the staff and supervisors the question of policy change was discussed. As the change in management techniques is inevitable, therefore a proper and fair system of orientation through address system may be initiated. This may help the employees to inculcate new knowhow and coming new techniques in the working system.

7) On the basis of observations and data collected it is revealed that small units cannot offer the cost of recruitment process, hence a collaborative platform can be established to conduct recruitment drive. Taking in to account the continuous changes in the management techniques, the present recruitment system seems to unable to provide desired workforce. It would be suggested that a modern recruitment system based on competency and technical advancement may be initiated in the interest of auto industrial efficiency.

8) As regards providing training in advance subjects, small industries and units cannot afford the cost of arrangement of training. It is suggested that the industrial associations may take joint efforts to provide training to the employees of member industries.

9) It will not be out of place to suggest that management development programs for entrepreneurs should be organized. Under such programs a comprehensive discussion of success case studies should be scheduled.
10) It is assumed that human has intelligence and they shall do it proactively. This is gap between two levels of organization. The corporate can take a care to narrowing the gap between two levels of management. So the feeling of ignorance will be avoided.

6.4 Its Contribution to the Society

The research is centered on the HR practices and issues which are most important phenomenon in any type of industry. This research has contributed the study of HR issues in the automobile industry with reference to Maharashtra. There are various challenges faced by corporates in day to day management. The findings could help those decision makers to refer the collected data and analysis for such issues in their units.

It has a social significance as this research is related to issues regarding humans working as an important factor of production. If problems related to humans are focused, discussed and resolved in better manner, they could experience better work-life experience, quality of work-life will be improved and it will contribute to the society as a whole.

6.5 Further Scope for the Study

The research conducted is related with the present and past prevailing issues. As stated above the changes are inevitable part of every organizational process. These changes automatically create the needs of further examination that would be defined as “Further scope of research”.

As automobile industry’s major parts of functioning process is men and machine. Hence the use of manpower in a changing atmosphere would become necessary. Human nature is unpredictable whereas the functioning process of industry is structured according to plans. The future human resource may be required high class advance training to improve work culture & production. The Human Resource Management should also have to acquire more qualitative aspects of capacity building of both sides. In order to face the positive changes and to cope up with the multifaceted issues HR management would have to look beyond its frame of treatment to the workforce. This would be the creation of space for further scope of research probable scope for research in this area can be
considered as Behavioral study of HRM, Ecology of HR management that too in different industry i.e. pharmaceutical, agriculture etc. in different region.

6.6 Conclusions

The emergence of human resource is related to the nature of people and nature of the organization. An organization is a system consisting of social, technical and economic elements. It coordinates human and material resources to attain multiple objectives of the industry. People have an urge to be treated differently than other factors of production at work. The concept of human value as resource asserts the unlike other factors of production, the human resources or employee should be treated with respect and dignity. Moreover, their unique aspirations and skills should be given deserved recognition. All these factors and some other like motivation, skill development due appreciation, and due consideration to their efficiency comes as the responsibility of human resource managers. The research proposed is to study the issues and problems of employees being dealt by the human resource management of automobile industry in the Maharashtra. The HRM is engaged with several functions of employees as this being continuous process.

It is truism to say that the objectives of personnel function must be consistent with those of the enterprise it serves. The role of Human Resource Managers is to plan, develop and execute policies and progress designed to make expeditions use or industry’s human resources. It is that part of management which is concerned with the people working in the automobile industry and their commitment with the goals and objectives thereof. The major functional areas of human resource management are planning, staffing, employee development and maintenance of industrial ecology.

These areas and their related human functions share the common objective with the skills, abilities, knowledge and experience needed for auto industry’s goals and policies. According to Flippo a policy is a plan of action and a statement of intention committing human resource management to a general course of action. The managerial responsibility is to guide subordinates in the execution of their tasks. Policies are general in nature while procedures and rules are situation based.
Human Resource Management of auto industries is a strategic approach to the acquisition, motivation, development and management of the organization’s human resource. It is developed to shaping an appropriate corporate culture and introducing programs which reflects and supports the core values of the enterprise. Human Resource Management includes many familiar functions of personnel managers such as manpower planning, selection, performance appraisal, wage and salary administration, training and management development.

While conducting interviews and interactions with Human Resource Managers and HR Supervisory staff it is observed that the effective HR managers are engaged in directing the vision and making efforts towards achievement of common goals. In general findings, there is scope to believe to pave the way to the human resource philosophy the policies must aim to get everyone involved in the achievement of plans. Douglas McGregor advocated management by integration and self-control it supports the said strategies prevailed in the chosen auto industries.

The new age of economic development there is a shift of relation of human capital which needs change in acquisition, utilization, development and retention not in the traditional manner but to a modern updated form of human resource practices. Because due to perfect elastic human Resource Market, global change in HR mobility demanded of HR talent in the auto industries, changes of growth witnessed even in talent retention. Today there is heavy demand of HR professionals so HR Management is expected to comprehend conceptualize, innovative, implement, sustain and relevant strategies to contribute effective achievement towards automobile industrial goals. It also reveals that opportunities of training provided by the HR Management of Chosen auto industries moves employees towards goal orientation. To conclude the best performance of human resource management leads to say that when employees are doing work which they like, with management they like, in the organization they like, they only make the successful image of the industry.
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